SPECIAL REPORT: HOLLYWOOD MEGASTAR REVEALS SECRET TO A FULL AND RICH
BEARD!
At Men's Health Life, we’ve done our research to bring you this exclusive report on the
secret behind celebrity beards.
Staff reporter Thomas Knight researched and tested a new, little known solution to patchy
and uneven facial hair that has taken Hollywood by storm.
Tom Hardy is one of Britain’s most famous and talented actors in recent years. This
superstar, famous from his award winning roles in numerous Hollywood box office hits,
has also been known for his huge Hollywood muscles and physique. Women want him and
men want to be him. And while it’s not easy to mimic his exotic accent or build the massive
bulky muscles that he’s been known for, it’s not nearly as difficult to grow out the type of
rich and luxurious beard that he’s been seen with in the past few years.
Don’t be mistaken, while his beard is often intentionally patchy for his movie roles, Tom
grows a full and rich beard better than most. But it wasn’t always that way. In a private
interview, we got the goods on exactly how Tom grows such full-bodied beards.
In his younger days, Tom was like many men. He had patchy, uneven facial hair that was an
embarrassment to sport in public. He envied his friends and famous actors who seemed to
effortlessly grow full and rich beards. It wasn’t until he hit it big and got on the Hollywood
set for one of his more prominent roles that he learned a secret that only the stars knew
about. Somewhat worried about how his beard would look for an upcoming role, one of his
costars told him a little secret about a product called Beard Czar. He’d never heard of it but
learned that a lot of Hollywood stars had problems with growing strong beards, but had
been using Beard Czar to grow rich, full and prominent beards for years.
So he tried Beard Czar and has been seen with rich and full beards ever since. Now
cosmetic teams have to intentionally destroy his beard to get the right look for his films!
Luckily Beard Czar is no longer kept for only the rich and famous. It’s been released on a
trial run to the general public, offering normal guys the chance to grow huge masculine
beards. We asked around and we’ve repeatedly heard the same thing… Beard Czar is
insane! Normal men are able to quickly grow FULL and RICH beards!
But you know what we thought? We’ll believe it when we see it! That’s when we set out to
dive deeper into this subject and see what Beard Czar really does, then report our findings
on this movie star beard growth hype.
From Ben Afleck to Zach Galifinakis, Hollywood’s top stars have been using Beard Czar to
grow flawless beards

THE MANLIEST HOLLYWOOD ACTORS HAVE BEEN SECRETLY USING BEARD CZAR FOR
YEARS TO GROW BEARDS THAT EVERYONE ELSE ENVIES
There’s a good chance you’re rolling your eyes right now. We did the same when we heard
about this miracle beard pill. Along with all the other hyped up fads out there, we instantly
thought this fat-burning and muscle-building combo product sounds far too good to be
true. So the Men’s Health Life team decided to personally put Beard Czar to the test.
The vote was unanimous - I would be the one to give this product a try. I’m sort of known
around here for trying to grow a “beard” and failing miserably every single time.
Our team scoured the internet for the most credible and reliable supplier on the market,
and though there are many to choose from, we all agreed this one held the most water. We
also figured that if it was the choice of some of Hollywood’s richest and most prestigious
men, it must give the most authentic results.
So we placed a free trial order with Beard Czar, which arrived extremely fast (just a few
days), and I got started. The results were impressive:
Hollywood's #1 Secret to Rugged Manliness
Honestly Beard Czar’s claims seemed too good to believe. That’s why we decided to test it
for ourselves.
Beard Czar has been clinically proven to provide:
fuller and longer beards
fewer gray hairs
healthy and shiny facial hair
less beard dandruff and breakouts
I order Beard Czar on a Monday expecting to receive and start it the following week, but it
arrived in less than 4 days. I was actually a bit surprised seeing as how it was a free trial
and shipping was so cheap. Anyway, days after ordering I got in the routine of just taking
one Beard Czar pill as soon as I got up with my morning glass of water.
HERE’S WHAT HAPPENED – 5 INCHES OF BEARD IN LESS THAN 2 MONTHS!
Week 1:
Naturally I felt a bit skeptical as I started this experiment with Beard Czar, but I knew it
couldn’t hurt to at least try. My beard couldn’t get any more patchy and uneven than it
normally is. After day one and two, I felt like the whole thing was already a bust. My stubble
was as patchy as normal. All signs pointed to another disappointing beard.

But everything changed by the end of day three. When I got home from work and took a
shower that night, I looked really closely in the mirror. To my shock, I could see stubble
filling in where patches used to be! Before the end of the first week, I had one of those clean
even beards that you see all those male models sporting, you know the kind of beard that
blends perfectly and seamlessly into your sideburns and your hairdo. Not to come off as a
pansy or anything, but I actually felt like a model!
Week 2:
Somewhere in the middle of week two is when my beard started to take shape. I couldn’t
believe how one Beard Czar pill each morning was making my beard come in smoother and
thicker than I’d ever seen. It’s weird to say this, but my confidence was through the roof.
In the past, my beard would be so patchy. It would be completely uneven and I couldn’t
bear to look at myself in the mirror. I was usually too ashamed of my patchy hobo beard to
be seen at work or in public so I’d normally shave it off at this stage. But this time was
totally different.
At the end of week 2, one of my old friends saw me and said, “Man, why didn’t you grow a
beard before? I would never shave if I could grow a beard like that!” I didn’t want to say
anything about Beard Czar too soon, not until my experiment was over.
Week 3-5:
After 5 weeks of using Beard Czar, all my friends and coworkers were jealous of my manly
lumberjack beard. And comparing my face to the pics I took at the beginning of this little
experiment, I honestly couldn’t believe the results. Any doubt in my mind was completely
erased.
I didn’t tell my girlfriend, but I was actually hit on at the bar one night out with my friends. I
was at the bar ordering a drink when this girl started a conversation with me and in
minutes she was playing with my beard. I was shocked! And my friends were all envious as
they watched it happen, haha! I felt like a total badass.
To be honest, I was so skeptical at first but Beard Czar was the real deal. I feel like I became
the bearded man I always wished I could be. As cliché as it sounds, it actually changed my
life.
“It’s crazy. I grew a 5 inch beard in less than two months. In the past, I couldn’t get
anywhere near these results in twice the time.”
Simply put, Beard Czar just works. If you want to go from having a patchy beard that repels
women to having a full on playboy rock star beard, you owe it to yourself to try Beard Czar.
But if there is any doubt in your mind whether it will work for you, all I can say is to just try
it yourself. Look I was skeptical at first, along with the entire Men’s Health Life team, but
we decided not to knock it until we tried it. Based on my personal studies, experimentation

and results, I can tell you it works. We’ve found that any average Joe with scraggly facial
hair can actually grow a killer beard… it’s not just for the rich and famous.
Doubting whether you can get these results? You’re in luck. At Men’s Health Life we were
so pleased with the results and pumped about helping our readers grow macho beards that
we decided to team up with Beard Czar to get you a free trial of this BADASS miracle beard
product. Just cover the small shipping and handling fee and we’ll take care of the rest.
Find out for yourself just how powerful you can look and feel with a full and rich beard. You
have nothing to lose and only a rugged beard to gain.
IMPORTANT: *We have tested this brand from this company ONLY. It is important to order
through the link below to achieve similar results.

